Foundations of evaluating
systems change
Explores some of the implications for evaluation and provide some basic
principles and emerging tools that are helping us to evaluate systems
change endeavours.

What is different about the evaluand?
The system itself:
Is dynamic, it has its own rules,
rhythm and life
We tend to only know the
most obvious aspects of a
system
The intervention(s):
Often non-programmatic – for
example Collective Impact has
programmatic elements but is
not a programmatic
intervention
Iterative and innovative, we
often don’t know much when
we start – we work things out
as we intervene

Future (desired)
state

Current state

?
Transformative
process

Brighter
Futures
Collective
Impact
Initiative

A Partnership, led by a steering
group comprising of leaders
from State and Local
Government, community service
organisations, community
members, carers and young
people.
Addressing a complex problem the vulnerability of children,
young people and families in
Victoria.
Covers 3 local government
areas: Knox City Council,
Maroondah City Council and
Yarra Ranges Shire Council

The Brighter Futures
Transformation Pilot Learning for Life through
Community Connections – Codesigned
Aims to support young people
aged 15-23 years with an Outof-Home-Care experience to
achieve their unique learning
goals relating to education,
employment, health and
wellbeing and housing by
fostering meaningful and
sustainable relationships
between young people and
their local community.
Builds on:
1.

Leaving case conference

2.

Co-design sprints

3.

Youth advisory group

4.

Community connection
prototype

The policy context

The Brighter Futures
Transformation Pilot
Defining the scope

Useful framing tools
• Stakeholder mapping
• Problem tree
• Theory of Change modeling – hold this
loosely
• Effectiveness Principles
• Spectrums, for example the innovation
or maturity spectrum
• Iceberg model
• Success ranking
• Rubrics
• Participatory Rural Appraisal
• ….

Why do it?
Context

• To learn
• To manage
• To report
• To judge
But also other opportunities including:
• To understand
• To influence
• To impact

The system(s)

Interventions

Key evaluation questions
1. How has the Outer Eastern Melbourne Out of Home Care system
transformed through the pilot? - System level impact
2. How are PCs, partner organisations and young people impacted by
the pilot (what changed as a result of the pilot)? What was their journey (how did
the change happen)? - People and org level impact
3. What is the best design for the project? What is required to deliver
the project well? What have been the enablers and barriers to the
project (consider all aspects of the project)? - the model

On the system and the effort…

Which
evaluation
approaches?

Through the innovation process…

Which
evaluation
approaches?

Methodology
Regular tracking of pilot
activities using Trello
including:
• Connections to
community
• Connection to young
people
• Relationship
interactions
(meetings, focus of
these, etc.)

Regular reporting
to funder and end
of pilot external
evaluation

Co-designed
rubrics

Case studies

Community
of Practice

Regular reflection
activities
Key team
meetings

Descriptive
analysis of data

Important not to forget:
• Ethics a challenge sometimes but essential to engage with this
• Equity, an easy step is to consider carefully how you well you can
disaggregate your results
• Being transparent about the quality of the evidence
• Focus on testing the assumptions to fully explore causality
• Systems change takes time, think about what you need to focus your
evaluation effort on first

What does this mean for the evaluator?
We are also part of the system
and are equally an agent of
change, so we have a
responsibility to:

360 degree view

Articulate the shared narrative

Framing

Make the assumptions visible
Produce quality information
Maintain 360 degree
perspective on the work and
system – ethics implications
The primary audience is
actually ‘the work’

Documenting
On going
communications

Producing
information

Different
evidence
expectations

